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PDF-XChange has some very nice features not found in Adobe Reader, but where it matters, it follows the familiar shortcuts and layout of the established market leader. It's also very customizable, so if you don't like the default, a lot of things can be changed. Online Help or PDF version (53.8 MB) is available. Developers continue to add new features and fix bugs by releasing
regular updates. Their responsiveness to users through their support forum is exemplary. Unlike other software companies, they do not rely primarily on other end users to provide support. It has been reported that mistakes were often corrected in subsequent releases. The free PDF-XChange editor replaced the free PDF-X-Changer viewer a few years ago. I'm still looking my way
around a host of new features and changes, but I'll update this page when I've had time to use the new version more and familiarize myself with the changes. The browser plugin no longer works in modern browsers that have moved away from NPAPI support. Therefore, this section of my review has been deleted. Full change historyImposed support for custom cursor pointer size.
Placement of signatures and signing of documents is now available in the free version of Editor.Added the ability to flatten layers in Editor.Added the ability to fill out PDF forms from a CSV data sheet. Added Outlook Web E-mail Provider. A special paste feature has been implemented. Added a new macro %[FolderTitle] to create new file names. The ability to insert files, text, RTF,
and images as new attachments in a document (using the attachment bar). The ability to insert text, RTF and images as new pages in a document (through the thumbnail bar). Doc.importTextData method implemented. The undocumented method doc.createIcon is implemented. Added caret creation/modification annotations. Added the ability to export the entire PDF to one Excel
Sheet.Added a new text correction tool (on the Comment tab), especially for quick reviews/text corrections: to mark the selected text you want to delete (by pressing the Del key) or add a note to replace it (by directly typing or pasting new text from the clipboard), or to add a note to insert new text at the specified text position on the page (via the Ins key or by using the Paste
function). Pencil Tool: Added pressure treatment from stylus/digitator. Pencil: Added the ability to specify your own line width profile to create beautiful, unrelated curves, even with your mouse. Added the ability to change predefined comment styles in the comment style sheet. Professional and free versions are the same program. Features in the free version, such as adding
comments and highlighting, can be used without adding a watermark. Professional features are also available in the free version, but documents are stored with a watermark until it is If you try to use professional features in the free version, a warning dialog will be displayed. Undo the action or save the document to avoid adding watermarks. V.O. V.O. features can be hidden in the
free version from the File menu, Preferences (shortcuts: Ctrl+K), Registration. Headers and footers can be added, managed, or deleted (Pro)Pages can be inserted, moved, replace, replace, delete, crop, resize or split (Pro)Bookmarks can be added, created, managed, exported or removed (Pro)watermarks can be added, managed, or removed (Pro)Backgrounds can be added,
managed or deleted (Pro)Bates page numbering can be added (Pro)Digital signature: Add, certify, time and clear (Pro)Edit content : Edit content, add text and images, transform selections, create from document, insert scanned pages and edit, (Pro)QR codes and barcodes can be created and added (Pro)Attachments: New, Edit and Anthate (Pro)Layers: Add a new group and add
a new layer (Pro)Advanced OCR (Pro)Edit form: (Pro Plus)Page ranges can be defined (Free)Images can be added as stamps (Free)Pages can be extracted to a new PDF file (Free)Split document bookmarks or Every n-page (free)Replace pages from another PDF file (Free)Rotate Pages (Free)OCR Pages ( Free)Spell Check (Free) If the document is not protected, or if you
know the password, the security settings can be changed to allow or release openings, comments, printing, copying, etc. In the viewer, security settings can be changed in settings, in the editor they can be changed in the properties of the security document. When a secure document is open in the editor, the tab bar displays a lock icon that indicates that there are some
restrictions on changing content. Thumbnail preview is not displayed for PDFs that require a password to open. Open the search scope to find text in the current document, all open documents, or documents in folders on your hard disk. In my tests, the PDF-XChange editor is much faster than the last Adobe Reader DC. The hardware used was the AMD A10-6800K, 8 Gb on the
64-bit version of Windows 10. Word search in document on page 1,180 PDF-XChange Editor 7.0.327.0 found 710 entries in &lt; 1 secondAdobe Reader DC 2019.008.20074 found 710 entries in 14 seconds Searching for a word in 11 folders with 371 documents My personal collection of PDF documents, some of which may contain a search string multiple times, while others may
not contain it at all. Most of the test set doesn't change. PDF-XChange Editor found 3,832 entries in 116 documents at 1:59 (Page Text, Comments, Bookmarks and Form Fields)Adobe Reader DC found 3,896 entries in 120 documents at 7:45 a.m. There is a wide range of advanced search options (shortcut =Ctrl+Shift+F) of multiple PDF documents, as the menu on the right
shows. Proximity Search allows the user to specify whether to find only adjacent words, words in one paragraph, page, or To select the first, second, and subsequent words in the search bar found, the Color search results option displays them in different colors. This may be excessive for ordinary users, but for those who are up to collections of PDFs can be very useful. This is
definitely a big improvement in advanced search in Adobe Reader, although colors need some sophistication. Shortcuts F4 and Shift F4 will find the following and preliminary search results. They can be configured if you prefer to use the default Adobe Reader Ctrl G and Ctrl Shift G. Personally, I find F4 more intuitive because F3 and Shift F3 are used to search the page. I've never
noticed Adobe Reader shortcuts before. PDF-XChange can find ligatures used in OpenType fonts. There is an option in Settings, Page Text to save the ligature to a copy. If checked, æ (for example) will be copied as ae. The editor can read the selected text using a computer created by a voice with a male or female American accent, or a female British accent. It works well on
standard English text, but does not recognize non-standard ligatures, and foreign words are difficult to understand. The volume, step and speed of reading can be changed in settings (Ctrl + K), and shortcuts can be assigned to Read select text aloud and Stop Reading. I assigned shortcuts r and Shift R respectively for ease of use. The process takes a few minutes - perhaps 15
seconds per page - but the resulting document is then searchable without any obvious visible changes to the document, and without significant increases in file size. The default 20-page PDF of 5.18 MB was 5.4 MB after recognizing and saving as a new document. The recognition was accurate except for some small text. This feature is available in the free version of viewer and
editor. Watermarks are not added during its use. Scanned PDFs can be used before using recognition, which improves recognition. I successfully used this feature to create scanned PDF books in Burma. Even though the Burmese text is obviously unmarked by the OCR engine (that would be too much to expect), it still managed to collect Burmese text, while the english-language
text headline became overcooled. You can add, sort, or delete custom search engines. The last search used is shown in the context menu, while other searches are available in the submenu. To add custom search, find the word TEST in the search engine you want, copy the URL, and paste it into a new search dialog with Settings, Search Services, New... This is a zoom window
that shows a larger view of the page below a transparent rectangle that can be dragged across the page. Click the buttons to change the current zoom level. Click on the camera icon to take a picture of the enlarged area. The magnifier window can be resized and positioned anywhere on the monitor, even outside the PDF-XChange window, so if you have a wide-screen monitor or
dual monitor settings, you find this tool even more useful. Resizing the magnifier window simultaneously reduces the size of the transparent rectangle. Resizing the rectangle changes the zoom level in the magnifier window. Move transparent rectangle rectangles in the magnifier window. This is another very convenient way to view enlarged documents. It's an inverse meadow.
Zoom in to the main window so that the page is larger than the window, the Pan &amp; Zoom tool displays a page thumbnail with a transparent rectangle that can be dragged to pan the document in the main window. You can change the pan and zoom tool window and position anywhere on the monitor or on another monitor. It has buttons for navigating document pages, zoom
buttons, and a drop list to select a zoom level. The Camera icon will display a picture of the enlarged area. Resizing a transparent rectangle will change the zoom level in the main document window and change the preview area at the same time. The toolbars in the Lukpa tool window and the Pan &amp; Zoom tool window can be docked by clicking on the up arrow, and text labels
can be hidden/displayed by configuring toolbars. In the Recent files list, hovering over the file name shows a thumbnail of the file preview with file information. If you have many files with similar names, it can help you find the file you want. In the View Files dialog box, the size and date of the PDF appear in the tooltip, and you can view the entire document in the preview pane if it's
turned on in Windows Explorer. Page thumbnails can be displayed in a panel on any edge of the screen or in a floating window. Thumbnails can be resized and displayed in multiple columns if you have room to spare. Shortcut Ctrl+ T will show / hide the thumbnail bar. You can move the thumbnail bar to a second monitor and expand it by double-clicking its title bar to view the
entire document, allowing you to quickly and easily navigate to any page by clicking thumbnails. To freeze the floating bar again, drag it behind the title bar and drag it to the arrow icon left, right, top, or bottom of the PDF-XChange window. Wherever the thumbnail bar is located, Ctrl+T will appear or hide it. At the top of the thumbnails panel is a toolbar with buttons for scaling, as
well as for printing, rotating, or deleting selected pages. The property button shows the properties of the selected page. The Options button offers additional steps for working with documents. When you view PDF documents in single page view or page cladding, when one drags on the scroll handle, a thumbnail of the current page appears next to the scroll bar that displays the
page that appears when you unscrew the mouse button. The orange rectangle shows the view port for the current zoom level. This is another neat feature in PDF-XChange that helps when viewing long PDFs. Despite the limited usefulness of viewing duplicate plain text, if you don't know the page number you're If your documents contain at least a few images, tables, or
illustrations, it helps you quickly find a page without using precious space by opening the thumbnail bar on one monitor. V.O. V.O. do not appear when viewing documents in continuous modes. Windows Shell extension to display thumbnails of PDFs in Windows Explorer. When you use thumbnail view in Windows Explorer, thumbnails appear instead of PDF icons. Setup offers the
option to install shell extensions to view thumbnails in Windows Explorer. Installing this extension is the default, but if you choose not to install it, you will lose the ability to view PDF thumbnails in Windows Explorer. You can add sticky items, text boxes, lines, arrows, shapes, and text to PDF documents. You can select, obscline, or underline the selected text. Comments and
markup are stored with the document and may be modified or deleted later. When you save comments and markup, no advertising watermarks are added to the PDF. You can use Latin extended characters in document layout. If, like me, you need to work in languages other than English, it is very useful. Undo and redo changes to text editing and annotations using normal
keyboard shortcuts (Ctrl+Z, Ctrl+Y), or use toolbar buttons. Copy and paste comments in a single document or between documents. Clone existing comments by holding down the control key and dragging them to a new location. This currently seems to work with most annotations other than sticky notes. By default, stickers are marked with a user login name. You can change the
name by adding a name under the sign-in name of the identity setting. You can change and save note and markup properties by default. To save the default text, right-click the text, and then click Format Text, Save as Default Style for Text Formatting. You can turn off the author's name and comment date in settings. Other users can reply to comments or stickers using their own
ID or name, as well as a different color. Comments can reduce its opacity so that the original PDF text is stillbirthing for comments when they are open. Double-click any markup to add a comment about it. A new comment stickers with the same color as the markup will be edging at it. All comments show a tooltip when the user passes the mouse cursor to the markup. Markup has
checkpoints. For example, footnotes are the one where the arrow joins the text box. Drag it to move the arrow to either side of the text box. Drag the other control points to resize the text box, or move the arrow. The cursor changes when it is located above the reference point. Use the turn handle to rotate the markup by holding down the shift key to limit the rotation to 15°
increments. Use the cursor keys to change the position of the text markup, or click and drag the path (red on the Toolbar icons have a tooltip that shows the current default properties of the commenting tools. Right-click the layout to change its properties. The default values for all document layouts can be edited in the comment style sheet, which can be edited Menu. In the
property pane, you can choose which blend modes you want to mark up. This will change the color of the markup when it is imposed on different colored backgrounds. You can also change the order of markup laying from the context menu. In the comment style sheet, select a tool from the list on the left, click on the large current style icon, and change the properties from the
properties bar on the far right of the style sheet. The palette and areas can be pushed. Like all toolbars, those in the comment style palette can be docked to save space or prevent accidental use. Use the down arrow to open them. To add further markup to an existing layout, for example, to underline text that is already selected, hold down shift while you use the underline tool. The
list of comments and markup in the document appears in the Comments pane (control M to show or hide it). Use the area to find, quickly delete, or edit comments. N.B. Comments are not usually printed, while markup does if you have not changed the default option to print the document and markup in the Print dialog box. Use text boxes or footnotes to add printable markup.
Comments can be printed using advanced print settings. They will be printed when they appear on the screen, regardless of whether they are open or closed. Their transparency for printing can be set in additional settings. In the Comments pane, you can selectively display or hide comments in your document. The status submender records the status of the comments. Comments
can be flattened using pro versions, and summarized using the free version. Output format can be PDF, rich text (*.rtf), plain text, or HTML. You can create file names automatically from a PDF file name. When you print a PDF, there are options for printing only a document, document, and layout, document, and stamp, or only form field data. Comments can be exported as an
XFDF data file or summarized as an RTF file. In the Comments pane, you can sort in the order of a page, type, date of change, creation date, author, or color. Double-click on a comment to find it. Right-click on a comment to change its Z order. Bookmark icons can be hidden, a tree can be expanded or collapsed, and bookmark text can be enlarged/reduced. Right-click the
bookmark for a complete list of options — delete, create, and so on. These tools allow the user to add measurable lines to PDF drawings. When choosing a tool, and before drawing a line, you can set the scale using the property area (Control + Apostrophe). In the illustration, the scale is set at 1 in = 1 inch, but (in the editor) you can also set the drawing unit to points, peaks, cm,
mm or peak, and scalable units up to kilometers, meters, decimeters, millimeters, micrometers, nanometers, Angstrom units, leagues, miles, mi/yds/ft/inch, mi/foot/inch, yards, yds/ft/in, foot, foot/inch, foot/inch/frac, inch, inch/frac, dot, twirl, peak, most cute league, the sweetest mile and and If you select a dimension line, the property pane displays the current scale and
measurement. Measurable lines can be drawn at any angle, you can change the extension lines, and you can move the label. In the properties pane, you can set line weights, line styles, line endings, line colors, line opacity, and line fill colors. There are also tools to measure the perimeter or area of the elements in the figure. All these measuring tools are available in the free
version of PDF-XChange. The Measurement options show rulers, guides, and gridlines. Annotations, such as comments or distance lines, can be tied to a grid or guides for neat alignment. You can change the spacing, color, and style of gridlines, color, and style of guide lines. Guides, grids, and rulers are in the customization dialog to add to toolbars or menus, although they don't
currently have icons — only text, but you can change them, just like shortcuts to display these new options. Binding sensitivity can be set for different types of annotations, and binding points can be selected. The tools allow the user to add rectangles and quadrangles to PDFs that are moved to other pages in an existing document or internet URL. This feature allows you to import
images or PDFs for use as custom stamps. Add a picture or logo to documents. Resize the stamps and move them easily. Use properties to make them translucent for use as a watermark. PDFs can contain many pages with a single stamp on each page. Because they are vectors, they look sharp in any size. Download the source file to create your own pdf-stamp file. This
requires ™ PagePlus X9 or at least PagePlus X4 or later. Edit text, change font, colors, or design, and publish (or print) to PDF to create your own PDF source. Any stamp collection can be hidden from the toolbar drop-down menu. Users can add stamp collections for specific tasks and hide stamps they don't currently need. Any image can be pasted from the clipboard as your
own stamp directly on the page or in an atypical stamp palette. If you need transparency, import the 32-bit image into the stamp palette. You can split document windows horizontally or vertically to display two views of a PDF file on the same tab to view the entire document and details at the same time, or the table of contents and any other page. Splitting a spreadsheet divides it
into a grid of four tiles. Drag to resize split views in the document. Click the icon to delete the split. Adobe Reader, Foxit Reader and PDF-XChange can open multiple documents, the PDF-XChange viewer is limited to 50 open documents in each instance. Editor does not seem to have any limitations. Adobe Reader DC seems to be limited to 50 documents. To check the download
speed of files from disk, I dragged 50 PDF e-books from Buddate, only 410 Mbytes, to an already open PDF view with Windows The PDF-XChange editor took about 6 seconds. The closure all took less than 1 second. Adobe Reader DC took about 30 seconds. The exit took 3 seconds. There is no Close All command. Drag tabs to change the order in the tab bar. Right-click to
display the menu. You can use the context menu on document tabs to close other tabs. To restart the currently opened documents the next time, change the option in the General settings to Resume the last session when the application starts. To select a different open document (using the editor), click the menu icon to the left of the first tab, and then select an open document
from the list. If you are working with a large number of documents, this menu can fill the vertical screen height, in which case there will be a down arrow at the bottom of the menu. Click this to open the cascading menu of further open documents. My 1200 x 1600 Portrait Monitor lists 50 documents on the menu. The keyboard can also be used to navigate between open documents.
Ctrl Tab moves to the next open document, and Ctrl Shift Tab moves to the previous open document. The File menu has a comprehensive session manager to store PDF groups during a session. Open the saved session to resume working on the previous session. The session is defined as an active instance of using the PDF X Change Editor to view/edit documents. When a
session is saved, the PDF-XChange Editor will remember which documents have been opened, their order/layout in the main window, the location of the main window on the screen, and the status of the editing areas. The last saved sessions are described in detail at the top of the session list. By default, the last document set used will be loaded at startup. All toolbars can be
docked to a single row or expanded to show all the tools. Each toolbar has an arrow to collapse or expand it. If you don't have enough space to display text labels, they're hidden. You can always hide text labels using the Configure Toolbars options. The screenshot above shows the ribbon user interface toolbar. You can also use the classic toolbar. Menus and toolbars can be
hidden and keyboard shortcuts can be assigned in the Configure Toolbars dialog. To start the configuration, right-click on any toolbar and select Configure Toolbars... Clear the check boxes next to any menus or toolbars you never use. Add new toolbars if you want to create your own toolbars. Click the Commands tab to edit the shortcuts. Select any command to change its
properties. Start by assigning a keyboard shortcut, such as F12, to the Configure Toolbars command itself, you can quickly refine your own when you get used to the interface. A warning will be given if the shortcut has already been assigned to another command. A pop-up window in the lower-left corner of the document shows the page sizes when you hover over the mouse.
Tabs can be detached from the main window by dragging or grouping using other tabs. Tabs can be split horizontally or vertically to provide two views of the same document. Document. there are so many ways to change the order of tabs and tab groups that I haven't figured them out yet. There's not much you can get from working with multiple or two tabs at once on monitor
1280 x 1024, but users with large monitors or multiple monitor settings will find many different ways to customize the workspace. If you spent some time getting things right, save your work by exporting all the PDF-XChange options from the Manage Options menu on the File menu. You can change the main background (workspace), page background, and background of the
dialog. Select different fonts for menus and toolbars, as well as for dialogs. Select a reasonable font size dialog or dialogs can become larger than the window. Select patterns and colors for the workspace background, select colors for tabs and toolbars, selected menus, and toolbar icons. Active and enabled tools will display the background color of the backlight. The colors of text
and windows change the appearance of dialogs and toolbars. To change the look of your document, use the accessibility options and override the colors in the document. If you just want to focus on reading, go into full screen mode (F11). Even if the toolbars are disabled, you can switch to other documents using the Manage tab and use the mr and zoom window to navigate the
current document. Press Escape or F11 to exit full screen mode, or click the button on the context toolbar in the lower-left corner of the window. Large documents can be marked on multiple worksheets. For example, scale an A4 document by about 187% and print it on four sheets. This powerful feature makes it easy to produce posters from the same standard document used for
handouts. The illustration shows a preview of 4 of 4 tiles from page A4 up to 187% with 4.9 pt overlap between tiles. Click on the image to show all four tiles. Printing N-up allows you to print multiple copies on a single sheet. The document will be automatically scaled to a size of 2, 4, 8, or a custom number of copies per sheet. You can rotate your document automatically to make
better use of worksheets. Printing brochures automatically sorts the multi-term portrait document A4 for printing as an A5 booklet on the A4 landscape page. Export any document to a multi-page TIFF image or to any of the popular image formats - PNG, GIF, JPG PCX or BMP - and some other formats I'm not familiar with. Set the resolution to 50 dpi or 2400. Change the
background color of the page or make it transparent. Automatically assign filenames to variable images. This very powerful feature is available even in the free version of the editor. I used it to export 12 pages of my PDF calendar to 12 JPG images to use as thumbnails on my news page. Now what I need to do is remember to update the thumbnail every month. You can change
the default resolution for snapshots from Edit, Preferences, Snapshot Tool, Use fixed resolution for snapshots, print a quality resolution of 300 or 600 dpi (and up to dpi) instead of the low screen resolution of 72 or 96 dpi. Then, whenever you use the snapshot tool, a high-resolution bit computer is copied to the Windows Clipboard. This is useful if you want to capture fine detail from
a PDF. The same resolution is used when you take a snapshot from the Lup window or pan and scale the window. The options also allow the snapshot to be grayscale. You can play back the sound and/or sew the selected area to confirm that the picture has been taken. Or, you can turn both options off. You can switch between different views in the same document. It is very
useful to find your place again after searching for something elsewhere in the document. Shortcuts Change left arrow and change right arrow to smart and therefore easy to remember. Users with the middle mouse button can quickly scroll through long documents in continuous mode or scroll in any direction when zooming in to view a detailed picture, for example. Click the middle
mouse button to place the scroll anchor anywhere on the page, and then drag it anywhere. Scrolling through long documents is fast and smooth, with excellent control. Use auto scroll (default shortcut Ctrl+ Shift + H) to quickly scroll through long documents with the keyboard. Use the cursor keys up and down to increase/decrease autofill speed, and minus key to change direction.
PDF-XChange remember the previous view of each document. When you reopen a document, both in Windows Explorer and in the recent files menu, it is restored to the same location as last time and at the same zoom level. It's a huge time saver. You can pin the selected files to the Recent files list, and you can remove recently opened files from the list. There doesn't seem to
be a limit to the number of recent files that have been memorized. The number of pinned and recently opened files appears on the tarmage of the open file. You can manage recently opened files by using the Manage History and Recent or Recent or Document Settings button. You can set the number of files saved in history and/or duration in days to keep them in history. Here
you can also set the number of files to display in the list of recent files. The Manage recent files list allows you to move pinned files to the top of the list, show advanced tooltips (with preview), set a confirmation before clearing the list, clear the list at exit, and if all recently opened files have been deleted, they can be cleared from the list using the delete all corrupted files option. The
PDF-XChange viewer has reached the end of its development and is now replaced by an editor that is still free to use, except for Pro features. For the most commonly used features, there is no there are no watermarks on the documents, and there are no restrictions or restrictions. There is an excellent support forum where developers respond promptly to any problems. Bugs are
usually quickly fixed with frequent updates. This one the keeper. Download now. You can never open Adobe Reader again unless you need to open some special PDFs. If you regularly work with lots of documents, I recommend avoiding Adobe Reader. On the old hardware it is so slow to be almost unusable. I recommend using the editor as the default program for PDFs. Page
last updated August 17, 2020 Page 2 Version 19.00 Released February 21, 2019 I have used this free and open file archiver for many years, and still use it daily to back up my files on DropBox and USB flash drives. I also use it to archive my website so that visitors to my site can download the entire site and view it offline. Both 32-bit and 64-bit versions are available from the
official download page, where you can get an installer without any nonsense with malware or PUPPIES. Errors can be made in the forum 7-Zip Discussion. Encryption strength for 7z archives increased: Arbitrary initialization vector size increased from 64-bit to 128-bit, and pseudo-random number generator improved. Some bugs have been fixed. LZMA/LZMA2 compression rate
has been increased by 3-10%, there are minor changes in compression ratio. Some bugs have been fixed. Fixed bug in 7-Zip 18.02-18.05: There was a memory leak in xz decoder.7-Zip 18.02-18.05 using only one CPU thread to create a bz2 archive. High compression ratio in 7z format with LZMA and LZMA2 compressionSupported formats: Packing / unpacking: 7z, XZ, BZIP2,
GZIP, TAR, ZIP and WIMUnpacking only: AR, ARJ, CAB, CHM, CPIO, CramFS, DMG, EXT, FAT, GPT, HFS, IHEX, ISO, LZH, LZMA, MBR, MSI, NSIS, NTFS, QCOW2, RAR, RPM, SquashFS, UDF, UEFI, VDI, VHD, VMDK, WIM, XAR and Z.For ZIP and GZIP formats, 7-Zip provides a compression ratio that is 2-10 % better than the ratio provided by PKZip and WinZipStrong
AES-256 encryption in 7z and ZIP formatsSelf-extracting capability for 7z formatSplit archives for storing large files on FAT drives, or smaller chunks for uploading to cloud storage, sending by email, etc. Інтеграція з Windows ShellPowerful File ManagerPowerful версія командного рядкаPlugin для FAR ManagerLocalizations для 87 мов7-Zip працює в Windows , 10 / 8 / 7 /
Vista / XP / 2016 / 2012 / 2008 / 2003 / 2000 / NT. Even these days of huge hard drives, flash drives with capacity measured in Gigabytes, and widely available high-speed broadband, file size is still a significant problem for downloading large files to websites, and for those who pay for bandwidth or have a slow connection, the file sizes to download are also very significant. 7-Zip
compresses most file types to *.7z format better than standard Zip. How much better depends on the compressed files. At home 7-Zip program author Igor Pavlov notes: Compression factor results depend very much on the data used for tests. Typically, 7-Zip compresses to 7z format 30-70% better than zip format. And 7-Zip compresses zip format 2-10% better than other Zip-
compatible programs. The types of files I need to compress are: PagePlus and WebPlus files. The 7z format is usually about 93% of zip 7-Zip format. Mixed file types, including HTML and PDF. The 7z format is usually about 85% of the Zip 7-Zip format. OpenType font files. The 7z format is usually about 52% of zip 7-Zip format. Basically HTML with some small images. The 7z
format is usually about 33% of zip 7-Zip format. For plain text and HTML, using the compression method, PPMd produces better results than the default LZMA2 method, which is usually best for other file types. Image files. Compressing image files such as JPG rarely saves space. This is just a convenient way to group a large number of images in one folder. However, there is one
notable exception – where many images are duplicates, the 7z format can be significantly smaller than zip. If you need to back up a large number of very similar JPG files, such as CCTV images, you may find that 7z compression has significant benefits. I couldn't verify it. When 7-Zip is installed, the submenu is added to the Windows Explorer shell menu, right-click on the folder, or
the selected files will offer options for compressing them to the archive. Right clicking on an archive will suggest options for deleting content. This is the way I usually work to compress folders or files into new archives. It's also a handy way to check Serif files such as *.ppp or *.wpp files that are only zip archives with another extension. No need to change the file extension - just
select the file, right-click, and in the 7-zip submenu of the context menu, select Open Archive. This will open the file in the 7-Zip file manager, displaying its folder contents, XML files, and images. Right-click the XML file again to edit it in a notebook or favorite text editor. Double-click preview.png to edit it in your favorite image editor. Save your changes, close the 7-Zip file
manager, and update the archive to save the changes to the Serif file. Do not spoil though, or you will not be able to open the file in your application. The same method can be used to examine and extract executable files used to install Serif programs. Extract the contents to any convenient folder and run Setup.exe from there to speed up installation and recovery because the
archive has already been checked out. Simply run the *.exe file first extract the contents to a temporary folder, and then run setup.exe, and then delete the temporary folder. Installation from a DVD is even slower than that of the *.exe file from your hard disk. Double-clicking on an archive will open it in the file manager. This is a convenient way to view content Delete files, view
them in a text editor, or image browsers, or open them in a related application. Archives downloaded from the Internet can be opened in a file manager before deciding where to extract the content. Files may dragged from Windows Explorer and dropped into file manager to add them to an existing archive, or to update the archive with more recent files. Files can be extracted from
the archive and skipped to any folder in Windows Explorer to extract them from the archive. Archives can also be password protected, but keep in mind that archiving the same file again directly from the right-click menu will remove password protection. You can rearrange or hide column headings from a view. The File Manager Service menu offers options for configuring file types
to associate with it, as well as a checklist of items that you want to include in the Windows Explorer shell menu. An editor, such as Notepad, can be assigned to edit files, such as HTML, instead of opening them in an associated app. Any of the 87 languages can be selected for the interface, including Thai, Sinhalese, Tamil, Vietnamese or Welsh, as well as a more familiar choice.
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